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Abstract
Disclosed are a solid-state image-pickup device and a driving method thereof, more particularly, the present invention relates to a solid-state image-pickup device comprising a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors; and a plurality of transfer registers for transferring signal charges from said sensors of said sensor array, wherein an accumulation gate for reading out signal charges from said sensors at the same time, accumulating said signal charges and allocating said signal charges to said transfer registers is provided between said sensor array and said transfer registers. As a result, it is possible to provide a solid-state image-pickup device capable of producing a good signal output by eliminating variations in sensitivity from sensor to sensor and a deviation in signal-charge fetching between sensors and to provide a method of driving the solid-state image-pickup device.
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SOLID-STATE IMAGE PICKUP DEVICE HAVING AN ACCUMULATION GATE FOR READING OUT, ACCUMULATING, AND ALLOCATING SIGNAL CHARGES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a solid-state image-pickup device including a plurality of transfer registers provided for an array of sensors and a method of driving the device.

[0002] FIG. 14 is a diagram showing a top view of a related art 1-line linear sensor in a simple and plain manner.

[0003] As shown in the figure, the related art linear sensor 50 comprises a sensor array 52, first and second CCD horizontal transfer registers 53 and 54, and a horizontal-horizontal transfer register 55. The sensor array 52 is a plurality of light receiving units 51, or a one-dimensional array of so-called sensor units 51 or opto-electrical conversion units 51. The light receiving units 51 each serve as a pixel.

[0004] Transfers of data in the horizontal CCD transfer registers 53 and 54 are 2-phase driven. To be more specific, horizontal drive pulse signals φ1 and φ2 are applied thereto.

[0005] In addition, a transfer pulse signal φHH1 is applied to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 55.

[0006] A signal charge of an even pixel of a sensor unit 51 and a signal charge of an odd pixel of a sensor unit 51 are read out by read-out gates 56e and 56o, respectively which are controlled separately.

[0007] To be more specific, a read-out pulse signal φr is applied to the read-out gate 56e for an even pixel while a read-out pulse signal φo is applied to the read-out gate 56o for an odd pixel.

[0008] Typical transfer timings in this configuration are shown in FIG. 15.

[0009] First of all, when the read-out pulse signal φr is raised to a high level with the horizontal driving pulse signal φH1 set at the high level, the read-out gate 56e is opened to let a signal charge of an even pixel be transferred to the first horizontal CCD transfer register 53.

[0010] Next, when the horizontal driving pulse signal φH1 is set at a low level with the transfer pulse signal φHH raised at the high level, the signal charge of the even pixel is transferred from the first horizontal CCD transfer register 53 to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 55.

[0011] Then, when the read-out pulse signal φo and the horizontal driving pulse signal φH2 are raised to the high level at the same time, the read-out gate 56o is opened to let a signal charge of an odd pixel be transferred to the first horizontal CCD transfer register 53.

[0012] At that time, since the transfer pulse signal φHH is further set at the low level while the horizontal driving pulse signal φH2 is raised to the high level simultaneously, the signal charge of the even pixel existing in the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 55 is transferred to a transfer unit of the second horizontal CCD transfer register 54, to which pulse signal φH2 is delivered.

[0013] Thereafter, normal transfers or horizontal CCD transfers are carried out by the first and second horizontal CCD transfer registers 53 and 54 by raising the 2-phase pulse signal, namely, the horizontal driving pulse signals φH1 and φH2, to a high level alternately to output the signal charges as a signal.

[0014] As described above, pixel signals stored in the sensor units 51 of the sensor array 52 are transferred by distributing the signals to a plurality of transfer units in the first and second horizontal CCD transfer registers 53 and 54. As a consequence, in order for the sensor array 52 to allocate the pixel signals to the transfer units, as many read-out gates 56e and 56o and as many read-out pulse signals φr and φo as transfer units of the first and second horizontal CCD transfer registers 53 and 54 are normally required.

[0015] In such the configuration of the linear sensor 50, however, timings of the read-out pulse signals φr and φo for reading out signal charges of even and odd pixels respectively are different. As a result, the time difference ΔT between the reading-out timings results in a difference Δτ in accumulation period between the signal charges.

[0016] In turn, the difference Δτ in accumulation period causes, among others, sensitivity varying from pixel to pixel and a deviation in signal-charge fetching between pixels.

[0017] In addition, since the read-out gates 56e and 56o are provided separately for the even and odd pixels respectively, the configuration of the read-out gates 56e and 56o and the driving pulse signals of the read-out gates 56e and 56o become complex.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] It is thus an object of the present invention addressing the problems described above to provide a solid-state image-pickup device capable of producing a good signal output by eliminating variations in sensitivity from pixel to pixel and a deviation in signal-charge fetching between pixels and relates to a method of driving the solid-state image-pickup device.

[0019] The solid-state image-pickup device provided by the present invention comprises a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors; and a plurality of transfer registers for transferring signal charges from said sensors of said sensor array, wherein an accumulation gate for reading out signal charges from said sensors at the same time, accumulating said signal charges and allocating said signal charges to said transfer registers is provided between said sensor array and said transfer registers.

[0020] The method of driving the solid-state image-pickup device provided by the present invention having a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors; a plurality of transfer registers for transferring signal charges from said sensors of said sensor array; and an accumulation gate provided between said sensor array and said transfer registers, comprises the steps of: reading out signal charges from said sensors to said accumulation gate at the same time; allocating said signal charges of said sensors from said accumulation gate to said transfer registers; and driving said transfer registers to output said signal charges.

[0021] In the configuration of the solid-state image-pickup device provided by the present invention, there is provided
an accumulation gates for reading out signal charges of sensors of a sensor array at the same time and for storing the signal charges therein, so that the signal charges of the sensors are stored for the same accumulation period as being read out at the same time. As a result, sensitivities of the sensors of the sensor array can be made uniform and a deviation in signal-charge fetching can be eliminated.

According to the method provided by the present invention as described above, signal charges of sensors of a sensor array are read out at the same time and the signal charges are stored in an accumulation gate simultaneously, so that the signal charges of the sensors are stored for the same accumulation period. As a result, sensitivities of the sensors of the sensor array can be made uniform and an operation to read out the signal charges without deviation can be carried out.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of an embodiment implementing a CCD linear sensor provided by the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing typical timings to drive the CCD linear sensor shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of an embodiment implementing a two-side read-out CCD linear sensor;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of an embodiment implementing a CCD linear sensor, in which four horizontal CCD transfer registers are provided on one side of an array of sensors;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of another embodiment implementing a 3-line CCD linear sensor provided by the present invention;

FIGS. 6A to 6L are explanatory diagrams each showing a top view of main elements of the CCD linear sensor shown in FIG. 5 in a state of transferring signal charges in a simple and plain manner;

FIG. 7 is a timing chart showing typical timings to drive the CCD linear sensor shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 8A is a cross-sectional diagram showing main elements of a configuration of an embodiment wherein a read-out gate and an accumulation gate share a common gate electrode;

FIG. 8B is a diagram showing electric potentials of the read-out gate and the accumulation gate shown in FIG. 8A;

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of the related art linear sensor; and

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing typical timings to drive the related art linear sensor shown in FIG. 9.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

The present invention is a solid-state image-pickup device comprising an array of sensors, an accumulation gate for reading out signal charges of the sensors and for storing the signal charges therein at the same time and a plurality of transfer registers, wherein the signal charges of the sensors are distributed among a plurality of transfer registers.

The solid-state image-pickup device provided by the present invention has a configuration wherein a read-out gate is provided between the array of sensors and the accumulation gate.

In addition, in the configuration of the solid-state image-pickup device provided by the present invention, the accumulation gates each set a difference in potential oriented in a direction of transfers of signal charges.

The present invention is a method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device by executing the steps of: reading out signal charges from sensors of a sensor array and storing the signal charges to an accumulation gate at the same time; reading out the signal charges of the sensors from the accumulation gate to distribute the signal charges among a plurality of transfer registers; and driving the transfer registers at the same time to output the signal charges of the sensor array from the transfer registers.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a top view of a CCD linear sensor implemented by an embodiment of the present invention.

To be more specific, FIG. 1 shows a 1-line CCD linear sensor.

As shown in the figure, a CCD linear sensor comprises a sensor array A, two horizontal CCD transfer registers B and C, a horizontal-horizontal transfer register D, a read-out gate E and an accumulation gate F. The sensor array A is a plurality of light receiving units 2, or a one-dimensional array of so-called sensor units 2 or optoelectrical conversion units 2. The light receiving units 2 each serve as a pixel.

In the configuration, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor units 2 are transferred to the second horizontal transfer register C at the lower level. On the other hand, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor units 2 are transferred to the first horizontal transfer register B at the higher level.

A read-out pulse signal φROG is applied to the read-out gate E and an accumulation pulse signal φCHG is applied to the accumulation gate F.

The first and second horizontal CCD transfer registers B and C are driven by 2-phase pulse signals, namely, horizontal driving pulse signals φ1 and φ2.

In addition, a transfer pulse signal φHH is applied to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register D.

It should be noted that the configuration of the CCD linear sensor 1 includes a potential barrier which is provided between the horizontal CCD transfer register B and the accumulation gates F, though not shown in the figure. In this configuration, when the accumulation pulse signal φCHG applied to the accumulation gate F and the horizontal driving pulse signal φ1 or φ2 applied to the first horizontal CCD register B are both set at a low level, a signal charge
stored in an accumulation gate F can be prevented from flowing into the first horizontal CCD transfer register B.

[0047] An implementation of driving timing of the CCD linear sensor I having the configuration described above is shown in FIG. 2.

[0048] As shown in the figure, first of all, at a point of time \( t_1 \), the pulse signals \( \phi_{ROG}, \phi_{CHG} \) and \( \phi_{R} \) have risen to the high level (ON-state), causing the read-out gate E to read out signal charges from the sensors 2 of the sensor array A and to the accumulation gate F at the same time.

[0049] At that time, the horizontal driving pulse signals \( \phi_{1H} \) and \( \phi_{2H} \) are both set at the low level.

[0050] Then, at a point of time \( t_2 \), the read-out pulse signal \( \phi_{ROG} \) of the read-out gate E is set at a low level, storing the signal charges read out from the sensors 2 into the accumulation gate F.

[0051] As described earlier, a potential barrier is provided between the first horizontal CCD transfer register B and the accumulation gate F, preventing the signal charges stored in the accumulation gate F from flowing into the first horizontal CCD transfer register B at this point of time.

[0052] Then, at a point of time \( t_3 \), the accumulation pulse signal \( \phi_{CHG} \) of the accumulation gate F is set at a low level and then the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi_{1H} \) is raised to the high level. As a result, signal charges of even pixels stored in the accumulation gate F are transferred to the first horizontal CCD transfer register B.

[0053] Then, at a point of time \( t_4 \), with the transfer pulse signal \( \phi_{R} \) raised at a high level, the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi_{1H} \) is set at a low level. As a result, the signal charges of the even pixels are transferred from the first horizontal CCD transfer register B to the horizontal-horizon transfer register D.

[0054] Finally, at a point of time \( t_5 \), the transfer pulse signal \( \phi_{R} \) of the horizontal-horizon transfer register D is set at a low level while the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi_{1H} \) is raised at a high level. As a result, the signal charges of the even pixels are transferred from the horizontal-horizon transfer register D to the second horizontal CCD transfer register C at the lower level and signal charges of odd pixels stored in the accumulation gate F are transferred to the first horizontal CCD transfer register B.

[0055] Thereafter, normal horizontal CCD transfer registers are carried out by setting the 2-phase pulse signal, namely, the horizontal driving pulse signals \( \phi_{1H} \) and \( \phi_{2H} \), alternately to output the signal charges as a signal switching from high level to low level.

[0056] With driving timings described above adopted in the configuration of the CCD linear sensor I, signal charges of pixels are read out from the sensors 2 of the sensor array A with the same timing, being stored into the accumulation gate F; so that the accumulation periods of the signal charges in the accumulation gate F are equal. As a result, there are no longer conventional problems such as sensitivity variations from pixel to pixel and deviations in signal-charge fetching between pixels.

[0057] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, signal charges are transferred from the sensor array A of the CCD linear sensor I to the two horizontal CCD transfer registers B and C. It should be noted, however, that three horizontal CCD transfer registers can also be employed. In this case, 3-phase pulse signals are used to drive the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers D. In general, as many phases as horizontal CCD transfer registers are used for horizontal-horizontal driving. By applying driving timings of a plurality of phases such as 3, 4 and so on, phases, equal to the number of the transfer registers, the same transfers can be carried out.

[0058] In addition, the driving technique described above can also be applied to a configuration wherein signal charges of at least two sensor arrays are transferred and distributed to a plurality of horizontal transfer registers as in the case with a 3-line color linear sensor for example. Moreover, the driving technique described above can also be applied to a configuration wherein transfer registers are provided above and below an array of sensors.

[0059] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a top view of an embodiment implementing the so-called two-side read-out CCD linear sensor wherein horizontal CCD transfer registers are provided above and below an array of sensors in a simple and plain manner.

[0060] In the CCD linear sensor 11 shown in FIG. 3, two of the horizontal CCD transfer registers 13 and 14 are provided above a sensor array 12. On the other hand, horizontal CCD transfer registers 15 and 16 are provided below the sensor array 12.

[0061] Read-out gates 17A and 17B are provided above and below the sensor array 12, respectively.

[0062] Between the read-out gate 17A and the horizontal CCD transfer register 14 on the inner side, an accumulation gate 18A is provided. By the same token, between the read-out gate 17B and the horizontal CCD transfer register 15, an accumulation gate 18B is provided.

[0063] Between the horizontal CCD transfer registers 13 and 14 above the sensor array 12, a horizontal-horizontal transfer register 19A is provided. By the same token, between the horizontal CCD transfer registers 15 and 16 below the sensor array 12, a horizontal-horizontal transfer register 19B is provided.

[0064] The read-out gates 17A and 17B, the accumulation gates 18A and 18B and the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 19A and 19B, each provided on the two sides of the sensor array 12 are driven by a common read-out pulse signal \( \phi_{ROG} \), a common accumulation pulse signal \( \phi_{CHG} \) and a common transfer pulse signal \( \phi_{R} \), respectively.

[0065] In the CCD linear sensor 11, every set of four pixels each serving as the so-called sensor on the sensor array 12 are denoted by reference numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4. The four pixels 1, 2, 3 and 4 in each set are allocated and transferred to the four horizontal CCD transfer registers 13, 14, 15 and 16, respectively, two of them are provided above the sensor array 12 and the remaining two are provided below the sensor array 12 as described above.

[0066] To be more specific, a signal charge of the pixel 1 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 15 right below the sensor array 12 and a signal charge of the pixel 2 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 14 right above the sensor array 12. On the other hand, a signal charge of the pixel 3 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 16 far below the sensor array 12 and a signal charge
of the pixel 4 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 13 far above the sensor array 12.

[0067] Then, by carrying out horizontal driving based on 2-phase or 4-phase, signal charges in the horizontal CCD transfer registers 13, 14, 15 and 16 can be output.

[0068] It should be noted that allocation of signal charges of pixels 1, 2, 3 and 4 to the horizontal CCD transfer registers 13, 14, 15 and 16 is not limited to what is described above. Other combinations can also be adopted as well.

[0069] It is worth noting that it is also possible to design a configuration wherein the read-out gates 17A and 17B, the accumulation gates 18A and 18B and the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 19A and 19B, each provided on the two sides of the sensor array 12 are driven by different driving pulse signals, such as read-out pulse signals φROG, accumulation pulse signals φCHG and transfer pulse signals φIH, respectively.

[0070] As shown in FIG. 3, however, by driving the read-out gates 17A and 17B, the accumulation gates 18A and 18B and the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 19A and 19B, each provided on the two sides of the sensor array 12 by common driving pulse signals, that is, a common read-out pulse signal φROG, a common accumulation pulse signal φCHG and a common transfer pulse signal φIH respectively, signal charges of pixels 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be allocated to a plurality of horizontal CCD transfer registers, that is, the horizontal CCD transfer registers 13, 14, 15 and 16, the configuration using common driving pulse signals to drive the read-out gates 17A and 17B, the accumulation gates 18A and 18B and the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 19A and 19B is desirable since such a configuration makes the structure of the CCD linear sensor 11 simple.

[0071] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a top view of an embodiment implementing a one-side read-out CCD linear sensor wherein four horizontal CCD transfer registers are provided on one side of an array of sensors in a simple and plain manner.

[0072] The CCD linear sensor 21 shown in FIG. 4 includes four horizontal CCD transfer registers 23, 24, 25 and 26 provided on one side (lower side in FIG. 4) of a sensor array 22; a read-out gate 27 adjacent to the sensor array 22 on the lower side thereof; an accumulation gate 28 between the CCD transfer register 23 and the read-out gate 27; and three horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 29A, 29B and 29C among the four horizontal CCD transfer registers 23, 24, 25 and 26, that is, the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 29A between the horizontal CCD transfer registers 23 and 24, the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 29B between the horizontal CCD transfer registers 24 and 25 and the horizontal-horizontal transfer register 29C between the horizontal CCD transfer registers 25 and 26.

[0073] A read-out pulse signal φROG is applied to the read-out gate 27 and an accumulation pulse signal φCHG is applied to the accumulation gate 28.

[0074] The three horizontal-horizontal transfer registers 29A, 29B and 29C are driven by transfer pulse signals φIH, φIH and φHHC which are different from each other to serve as a 3-phase pulse signal implementing horizontal-horizontal transfers of signal charges.

[0075] In the CCD linear sensor 21, every set of four pixels of the sensor array 22 are denoted by reference numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4. The 4 pixels 1, 2, 3 and 4 in each set are allocated and transferred to the four horizontal CCD transfer registers 23, 24, 25 and 26, respectively.

[0076] To be more specific, the signal charge of the pixel 1 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 23 immediately below the sensor array 22 and the signal charge of the pixel 2 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 24 below the horizontal CCD transfer register 23. On the other hand, the signal charge of the pixel 3 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 25 below the horizontal CCD transfer register 24 and the signal charge of the pixel 4 is transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register 26 at the lowest level below the horizontal CCD transfer register 25.

[0077] In addition, allocation of signal charges of pixels to a plurality of horizontal CCD transfer registers is not limited to the technique using an accumulation gate as is the case with the embodiments described above. Instead, signal charges of pixels can be allocated to the horizontal CCD transfer registers by using horizontal-horizontal transfer registers in the same configurations.

[0078] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a top view of still another embodiment of the present invention implementing a 3-line CCD linear sensor in a simple and plain manner.

[0079] As shown in the figure, the CCD linear sensor 31 includes sensor arrays a, b and c provided sequentially and adjacent to each other for typically the R (red), G (green) and B (blue) primary colors; horizontal CCD transfer registers d and e adjacent to the sensor array a and respectively used for receiving and transferring signal charges of odd and even pixels implemented by sensors of the sensor array a; horizontal CCD transfer registers f and g adjacent to the sensor array c and respectively used for receiving and transferring signal charges of odd and even pixels implemented by sensors of the sensor array c; horizontal CCD transfer registers h and i adjacent to the sensor array b and respectively used for receiving and transferring signal charges of odd and even pixels implemented by sensors of the sensor array b.

[0080] In addition, the CCD linear sensor 31 implemented by this embodiment further has a vertical register v for transferring signal charges of pixels of the sensor array b located between the sensor arrays a and c to the horizontal CCD transfer registers f and g; a horizontal-horizontal transfer register j provided between the horizontal CCD transfer registers d and e; a horizontal-horizontal transfer register k provided between the horizontal CCD transfer registers f and g; a horizontal-horizontal transfer register l provided between the horizontal CCD transfer registers g and h; and a horizontal-horizontal transfer register m provided between the horizontal CCD transfer registers h and i.

[0081] The horizontal CCD transfer registers d, e, f, g, h and i are each driven by 2-phase horizontal driving pulse signals φH1 and φH2 to transfer signal charges sequentially in the horizontal direction.

[0082] In addition, the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k is driven by a transfer pulse signal φH3, the horizontal-horizontal transfer register l is driven by a trans-
fer pulse signal \( \phi H H_2 \), the horizontal-horizontal transfer register \( m' \) and the horizontal-horizontal transfer register \( j' \) are driven by a transfer pulse signal \( \phi H H_3 \) to control flows of signal charges between the horizontal CCD transfer registers \( d', e', f', g', h' \) and \( i' \).

**[0083]** A read-out gate \( n' \) is provided between pixels of the sensor array \( a \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( e' \) and a read-out gate \( o' \) is provided between pixels of the sensor array \( c \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( f' \). The read-out gates \( n' \) and \( o' \) are driven by a read-out pulse signal \( \phi ROG \) to transfer signal charges of pixels to the horizontal CCD transfer registers \( e', f', h' \) and \( i' \).

**[0084]** In addition, 2-phase vertical driving pulse signals \( \phi V1 \) and \( \phi V2 \) are applied to the vertical register \( v \) to transfer signal charges of odd and even pixels of the sensor array \( b \) to the horizontal CCD transfer registers \( p' \) and \( g' \).

**[0085]** Then, much like the embodiments described previously, this embodiment has a configuration similar to the other embodiments stated before wherein, in particular, an accumulation gate \( p' \) is provided between the transfer gate \( n' \) adjacent to pixels of the sensor array \( a \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( e' \), and an accumulation gate \( q' \) is provided between the transfer gate \( o' \) adjacent to pixels of the sensor array \( c \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( f' \). By applying an accumulation pulse signal \( \phi CHG \) to the accumulation gates \( p' \) and \( q' \), signal charges transferred from the read-out gates \( n' \) and \( o' \) and the vertical register \( v \) are stored temporarily in the accumulation gates \( p' \) and \( q' \).

**[0086]** As described above, also in the case of the CCD linear sensor \( 31 \) implemented by this embodiment, the accumulation gates \( p' \) and \( q' \) are provided as is the case with the embodiments explained previously. Thus, signal charges read out from sensors serving as pixels of the same sensor array at the same time are stored temporarily in the accumulation gates \( p' \) and \( q' \). As a result, the accumulation periods of signal charges of pixels of the same sensor array are equal without regard to whether the sensor array is the sensor array \( a, b \) or \( c \).

**[0087]** In addition, also in the case of this embodiment, a potential barrier is provided between the accumulation gate \( p' \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( e' \). By the same token, a potential barrier is provided between the accumulation gate \( q' \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( f' \).

**[0088]** Furthermore, it is desirable to raise an electric potential at a portion on the sensor side in each of the horizontal CCD transfer registers \( d', e', f', g', h' \) and \( i' \) to prevent a signal charge from flowing into a sensor side.

**[0089]** It is desirable to arrange the three sensor arrays \( a, b \) and \( c \) at locations adjacent to each other. It should be noted, however, that they do not have to be arranged at locations adjacent to each other. For example, the sensors arrays \( a, b \) and \( c \) can be arranged at locations separated from each other by two to three fins.

**[0090]** Next, a concrete driving method of the CCD linear sensor \( 31 \) is explained. FIGS. 6A to 6I are diagrams showing top views of principal elements involved in sequential transfers of signal charges in a simple and plain manner. FIG. 7 shows timing charts of the transfers.

**[0091]** FIGS. 6A to 6I are diagrams showing transfers of signal charges stored in the sensor arrays \( b \) and \( c \). In the figure, a signal charge is expressed by an ellipse. A hatched portion represents a portion at a low level or an OFF-state.

**[0092]** First of all, at a point of time \( t_1 \), shown in FIG. 7, the pulse signals \( \phi h1, \phi h2, \phi V1 \) and \( \phi V2 \) are set at a low level while the pulse signals \( \phi ROG, \phi CHG, \phi H H_1, \phi H H_2 \) and \( \phi H H_3 \) are raised to a high level. In this state, signal charges are transferred from pixels of the sensor array \( c \) to the accumulation gate \( q' \) as shown in FIG. 6A.

**[0093]** It should be noted that, by raising the read-out pulse signal \( \phi ROG \) to a high level at that time, signal charges are transferred from pixels of the sensor array \( a \) to the accumulation gate \( p' \) as shown in FIG. 5.

**[0094]** Next, when only the read-out pulse signal \( \phi ROG \) changes from the high level to a low level at a point of time \( t_3 \), signal charges left in the read-out gate \( o' \) are also transferred to the accumulation gate \( q' \). It should be noted that, at that time, signal charges left in the read-out gate \( n' \) shown in FIG. 5 are also transferred to the accumulation gate \( p' \).

**[0095]** Then, at a point of time \( t_4 \), when the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h1 \) is set at a low level, the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h2 \) is raised to a high level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \phi V1 \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \phi V2 \) is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal \( \phi ROG \) is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal \( \phi CHG \) is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signals \( \phi H H_1, \phi H H_2 \) and \( \phi H H_3 \) are raised to a high level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array \( c \) are transferred from the accumulation gate \( q' \) to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register \( k' \) as shown in FIG. 6B. Since the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h2 \) is at a high level at that time, in some cases, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array \( c \) may also exist in the horizontal CCD transfer register \( f' \).

**[0096]** Since the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h1 \) is at a low level and a potential barrier exists between the accumulation gate \( q' \) and the horizontal CCD transfer register \( f' \), on the other hand, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array \( c \) remain continuously in the accumulation gate \( q' \), even if the accumulation gate \( q' \) is set at a low level.

**[0097]** It should be noted that, by setting the accumulation pulse signal \( \phi CHG \) at a low level and raising the pulse signals \( \phi h2 \) and \( \phi H H_3 \) to a high level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array \( a \) shown in FIG. 5 are transferred from the accumulation gate \( p' \) to the horizontal CCD transfer register \( e' \).

**[0098]** Since a potential barrier exists due to the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h1 \) reset at a low level, on the other hand, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array \( a \) remain continuously in the accumulation gate \( p' \).

**[0099]** Then, at a point of time \( t_5 \), when the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h1 \) is set at a low level, the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \phi h2 \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \phi V1 \) is raised to a high level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \phi V2 \) is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal \( \phi ROG \) is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal \( \phi CHG \) is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signals \( \phi H H_1, \phi H H_2 \) and \( \phi H H_3 \) are raised to a high level, signal charges of pixels of the sensor array \( b \) are transferred to an upper stage \( V1 \) of the vertical register \( v \) as shown in FIG. 6C.
[0100] It should be noted that, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c left in the horizontal CCD transfer register f, if any, are transferred to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k.

[0101] It is also worth noting that, by setting the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 at a low level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a shown in FIG. 5 are transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register e' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j'.

[0102] Then, at a point of time τ1, when the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is raised to a high level, the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV1 is raised to a high level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV2 is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal φROG is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal φCHG is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signal φHH1 is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signals φHH2 and φHH3 are raised to a high level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f as shown in FIG. 6D. Since the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is at a high level at that time, in some cases, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c may also exist in the horizontal CCD transfer register g'.

[0103] On the other hand, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the accumulation gate q' to the horizontal CCD transfer register f'.

[0104] It should be noted that, since the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is at a high level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j' to the horizontal CCD transfer register d'.

[0105] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the accumulation gate q' to the horizontal CCD transfer register e'.

[0106] Then, at a point of time τ2, when the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is raised to a high level, the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV1 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV2 is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal φROG is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal φCHG is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signals φHH1, φHH2 and φHH3 are raised to a high level, signal charges of pixels of the sensor array b are transferred from the upper stage V1 to a lower stage V2 of the vertical register v as shown in FIG. 6E.

[0107] Then, at a point of time τ3, when the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is set at a low level, the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV1 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV2 is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal φROG is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal φCHG is raised to a high level and the transfer pulse signals φHH1, φHH2 and φHH3 are raised to a high level, signal charges of pixels of the sensor array b are transferred from the lower stage V2 of the vertical register v to the accumulation gate q' as shown in FIG. 6F.

[0108] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register f' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k'.

[0109] It should be noted that, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c left in the horizontal CCD transfer register g', if any, are transferred to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f'.

[0110] It should be noted that, by setting the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 at a low level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register d' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j'.

[0111] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are also transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register e' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j'.

[0112] Then, at a point of time τ4, when the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 is set at a low level, the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 is raised to a high level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV1 is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal φV2 is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal φROG is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal φCHG is set at a low level and the transfer pulse signals φHH1 and φHH2 are set at a low level and the transfer pulse signal φHH3 are raised to a high level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f' to the horizontal-horizontal register m' as shown in FIG. 6G. Since the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 is at high level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c may also exist in the horizontal CCD transfer register h' in some cases.

[0113] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k' to the horizontal CCD transfer register g'.

[0114] Then, by raising the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 to a high level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array b are transferred from the accumulation gate q' to the horizontal CCD transfer register f'.

[0115] Since a potential barrier exists due to the horizontal driving pulse signal φh1 reset at a low level, on the other hand, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array b remain continuously in the accumulation gate q'.

[0116] It should be noted that, by raising the horizontal driving pulse signal φh2 to a high level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j' to the horizontal CCD transfer register e'.

[0117] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are also transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j' to the horizontal CCD transfer register d'.

[0118] Then, at a point of time τ5, as shown in FIG. 6H, when the transfer pulse signal φHH12 is changed to a high level, signal charges basically remain at the same locations as shown in FIG. 6G. Since the horizontal-horizontal transfer registers are normally driven to an electric potential lower than the horizontal CCD transfer registers, however, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c flow from the horizontal CCD transfer register g' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f'.

[0119] Then, at a point of time τ6, as shown in FIG. 6I, when the transfer pulse signal φHH1 is changed to a high
level, signal charges basically remain at the same locations shown in Figs. 6G and 6H. In some cases, however, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array b flow from the horizontal CCD transfer register g' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k'.

[0120] In addition, by making an electric potential at a portion on the sensor side in each of the horizontal CCD transfer registers shallow as described above, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c can be prevented from flowing from the horizontal CCD transfer register g' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k' on the sensor side, even if the transfer pulse signal \( \Phi_{H1} \) is at a high level at the point of time \( t_{10} \). It is thereby possible to prevent signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c from mixing with signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array b.

[0121] Then, at a point of time \( t_{11} \), when the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H1} \) is set at a low level, the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H2} \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{V1} \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{V2} \) is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal \( \Phi_{ROG} \) is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal \( \Phi_{CHG} \) is set at a low level, and the transfer pulse signals \( \Phi_{H11}, \Phi_{H12} \) and \( \Phi_{H13} \) are raised to a high level, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register g' to the horizontal-horizontal register k'.

[0122] It should be noted that signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c left in the horizontal CCD transfer register k', if any, are transferred to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register m'.

[0123] In addition, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array b are also transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register f' to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k'.

[0124] It should be noted that, by setting the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H2} \) at a low level at that time, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register e' back to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f'.

[0125] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are also transferred from the horizontal CCD transfer register d' back to the horizontal-horizontal transfer register f'.

[0126] Then, at a point of time \( t_{12} \), when the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H1} \) is raised to a high level, the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H2} \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{V1} \) is set at a low level, the vertical driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{V2} \) is set at a low level, the read-out pulse signal \( \Phi_{ROG} \) is set at a low level, the accumulation pulse signal \( \Phi_{CHG} \) is raised to a high level and the transfer pulse signals \( \Phi_{H11}, \Phi_{H12} \) and \( \Phi_{H13} \) are set at a low level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k' to the horizontal CCD transfer register g' and signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array c are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal register k' to the horizontal CCD transfer register h' as shown in Fig. 6K.

[0127] In addition, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array b are also transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register k' to the horizontal CCD transfer register g'.

[0128] Furthermore, since the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H1} \) is at a high level, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the accumulation gate q' to the horizontal CCD transfer register f'.

[0129] It should be noted that by raising the horizontal driving pulse signal \( \Phi_{H1} \) to a high level, signal charges of odd pixels of the sensor array a are transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j' to the horizontal CCD transfer register d'.

[0130] In addition, signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are also transferred from the horizontal-horizontal transfer register j' to the horizontal CCD transfer register e'.

[0131] Then, at a point of time \( t_{13} \), when the accumulation pulse signal \( \Phi_{CHG} \) is changed to a low level, signal charges left in accumulation gate q' such as signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array b are transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register f' as shown in Fig. 6L.

[0132] At that time, signal charges left in accumulation gate p' such as signal charges of even pixels of the sensor array a are transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer register e' as well.

[0133] Thus, signal charges of pixels of the sensor arrays b and c are split into signal charges of even pixels and signal charges of odd pixels which are each transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer registers f', g', h' and i'.

[0134] In this state, by sequentially applying the horizontal driving pulse signals \( \Phi_{H1} \) and \( \Phi_{H2} \) to the horizontal CCD transfer registers f', g', h' and i', the signal charges can be transferred in the horizontal direction.

[0135] In addition, signal charges of pixels of the sensor array a are split into signal charges of even pixels and signal charges of odd pixels which are each transferred to the horizontal CCD transfer registers d' and e'. In this state, by sequentially applying the horizontal driving pulse signals \( \Phi_{H1} \) and \( \Phi_{H2} \) to the horizontal CCD transfer registers d' and e', the signal charges can be transferred in the horizontal direction.

[0136] In such transfers, signal charges of pixels of the sensor arrays a, b and c are split into signal charges of even pixels and signal charges of odd pixels which can then be output without generating differences in time between sensor arrays.

[0137] Since the sensor arrays a, b and c are laid out adjacently to each other, a spatial deviation in operation to read signal charges can be reduced considerably, so that color difference and the like can be eliminated without the need to provide a memory or a correction circuit at a stage after a conversion unit for converting an electric charge into a voltage.

[0138] The embodiments described above each have a configuration including an electrode of a read-out gate and an electrode of an accumulation gate. It should be noted, however, that it is also possible to provide a gate electrode common to both a read-out gate and an accumulation gate. Such a configuration is described as follows.

[0139] As shown in Fig. 8A, a portion 41 serving as a read-out gate on the surface of a semiconductor unit and a portion 42 serving as an accumulation gate are provided at
impurity concentrations n- and n+ which are different from each other to give a configuration wherein the electric potential at the accumulation gate 42 side is low as shown in FIG. 8B. Built on these areas 41 and 42, a common electrode 43 is driven by a driving pulse signal $\Phi_{RCG}$.

[0140] In such a configuration, signal charges of sensors 40 of the sensor array can be read out and stored in the accumulation gate 42 at the same time to be allocated to a plurality of horizontal CCD transfer registers as is the case with the configuration wherein gate electrodes are provided separately for the read-out gate 41 and the accumulation gate 42.

[0141] By providing a configuration wherein the read-out gate 41 and an accumulation gate 42 share a common electrode 43 as described above, the number of electrodes can be reduced and the manufacturing process can thus be made simpler.

[0142] In addition, even if the gate electrode 43 is thick, the total width of the read-out gate 41 and the accumulation gate 42 can be made smaller in comparison with a configuration wherein gate electrodes are provided separately for the read-out gate 41 and the accumulation gate 42. By making the gate electrode 43 thick, the resistance of the gate electrode 43 can be reduced. In addition, a thick gate electrode 43 also offers a merit that the gate electrode 43 and a contact between the gate electrode 43 and a wiring layer on the electrode 43 can be formed with ease. Another merit is that, by reducing the total electrode width, the gap between two adjacent sensors can also be increased as well.

[0143] When only one sensor array is associated with the accumulation gate 42, only one a driving timing is required by the accumulation gate 42 to read out signal charges. Thus, the accumulation gate 42 and the read-out gate 41 can be configured to share a common gate electrode 43 as described above.

[0144] Thus, the accumulation gate 42 and the read-out gate 41 sharing a common gate electrode 43 can be applied to the uppermost sensor array in the configurations shown in FIGS. 1, 3, 4 and 5.

[0145] According to the embodiments of the present invention, signal charges of sensors are transferred to an accumulation gate at the same time, so that variations in accumulation period from sensor to sensor can be eliminated. As a result, spatial and time deviations in signal-charge fetching and differences in sensitivity caused by differences in read-out timing can be basically eliminated.

[0146] Accordingly, a good signal output can be obtained in the solid-state image-pickup device and signal charges can be transferred at a high speed by allocating the signal charges to a plurality of transfer registers.

[0147] The embodiments described above each implement a linear sensor provided by the present invention. It should be noted that the present invention can also be applied to an area sensor wherein sensors are laid out to form a matrix.

[0148] In the case of an area sensor, a series of sensors along a horizontal line in the 2-dimensional sensor matrix is regarded as a sensor array.

[0149] In the configuration of an area sensor, typically, each sensor array includes a vertical transfer register to which signal charges read out from sensors are transferred. The signal charges are further transferred to a plurality of horizontal transfer registers through which the signal charge is forwarded to be finally output. The configuration also includes an accumulation gate provided between the vertical transfer register and the horizontal transfer registers.

[0150] The accumulation gate distributes signal charges among the horizontal transfer registers.

[0151] Thus, signal charges are transferred also at a high speed in the area sensor.

[0152] It should be noted that the solid-state image-pickup device and the method to drive the device are not limited to the embodiments described above. It is possible to provide a variety of configurations in a range not deviating from the essentials of the present invention.

[0153] According to the present invention, by transferring signal charges from sensors to an accumulation gate at the same time, spatial and time deviations in electric-charge fetching and differences in sensitivity caused by differences in read-out timing can be basically eliminated.

[0154] As a result, a good signal output can be obtained in the solid-state image-pickup device and signal charges can be transferred at a high speed by allocating the signal charges to a plurality of transfer registers.

[0155] While the preferred embodiments have been described using specific terms, such description is for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood that changes and variations may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of the following claims.

1-8. (canceled)

9. A solid-state image-pickup device having:

a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors; and

a first and second transfer register for transferring signal charges generated in said sensors of said sensor array,

at least a third transfer register is formed between said first transfer register and said second transfer register for storing temporarily and transferring said signal charges from said first transfer register to said second transfer register;

wherein a read-out gate is provided between the sensor array and an accumulation region such that the read-out gate, when asserted, causes charges generated in the sensor array to be transferred to the accumulation region as a function of an applied read-out gate control signal, the accumulation region and a corresponding accumulation gate are provided between the read-out gate and said first transfer register.

10. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9, wherein said accumulation gate creates a difference in electric potential oriented in a direction of transfer of said signal charges.

11. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9 wherein signal charges of said sensors are stored in said accumulation region to be allocated in units of electrical charge each originated by one of said sensors.

12. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9 wherein signal charges of said sensors are allocated to respective first and second transfer registers for each odd sensor and each even sensor of said sensor array.
13. A method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device having:

a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors;

first and second transfer registers for transferring signal charges generated in said sensors of said sensor array;

at least a third transfer register formed between said first transfer register and said second transfer register for storing temporarily and transferring said signal charges from said first transfer register to said second transfer register;

a read-out gate is provided between the sensor array and an accumulation region such that the read-out gate, when asserted, causes charges generated in the sensor array to be transferred to the accumulation region as a function of an applied read-out gate control signal, the accumulation region and a corresponding accumulation gate are provided between said read-out gate and said first transfer register;

said method comprising the steps of:

reading out signal charges generated in said sensors in a row closest to said accumulation region at a same time via the read-out gate;

allocating said signal charges of said sensors from said accumulation region to said first transfer register; and

driving said first and second transfer registers to output said signal charges.

14. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13 whereby said first and second transfer registers are driven at the same time and in the same direction.

15. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13 whereby signal charges of said sensors are allocated to respective first and second transfer registers for each odd sensor and each even sensor of said sensor array.

16. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13, wherein said third transfer register has a same number of columns as said first and second transfer registers.

17. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13, wherein said third transfer register has a same number of columns as said first and second transfer registers.

18. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9, wherein said accumulation gate and said read-out gate share a common gate electrode.

19. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13, wherein said step of reading out and said step of allocating are carried out through a common gate electrode.

20. A solid-state image-pickup device having:

a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors; and

first and second transfer registers for transferring signal charges generated in said sensors of said sensor array, at least a third transfer register is formed between said first transfer register and said second transfer register for storing temporarily and transferring said signal charges from said first transfer register to said second transfer register;

wherein a read-out gate is provided between the sensor array and an accumulation region such that the read-out gate, when asserted, causes charges generated in the sensor array to be transferred to the accumulation region as a function of an applied read-out gate control signal, the accumulation region and a corresponding accumulation gate are provided between the read-out gate and said first transfer register, the accumulation region being directly connected to the sensor array via the readout gate without any vertical transfer registers between the sensor array and the accumulation region.

21. A method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device having:

a sensor array comprising a plurality of sensors;

first and second transfer registers for transferring signal charges generated in said sensors of said sensor array;

at least a third transfer register formed between said first and second transfer registers for storing temporarily and transferring said signal charges from said first transfer register to said second transfer register;

a read-out gate provided between the sensor array and an accumulation region such that the read-out gate, when asserted, causes charges generated in the sensor array to be transferred to the accumulation region as a function of an applied read-out gate control signal, the accumulation region and a corresponding accumulation gate are provided between said read-out gate and said first transfer register, the accumulation region being directly connected to the sensor array via the readout gate without any vertical transfer registers between the sensor array and the accumulation region;

said method comprising the steps of:

reading out signal charges generated in said sensors in a row closest to said accumulation region at a same time via the read-out gate;

allocating said signal charges of said sensors from said accumulation region to said first transfer register; and

driving said first and second transfer registers to output said signal charges.

22. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9, wherein only a signal driving the read-out gate, a signal driving the accumulation gate, and respective drive signals driving the first, second, and third transfer registers effect the distribution of signal charges in the vertical direction from the imaging array to each of the transfer registers.

23. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13, wherein the steps of reading, allocating, and driving are accomplished by utilizing only a signal driving the read-out gate, a signal driving the accumulation gate, and respective drive signals driving the first, second, and third transfer registers.

24. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9, wherein either one of the odd columns and the even columns are transferred out of the accumulation region prior to the other one of the odd columns and the even columns.

25. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 15, wherein during said step of allocating, either one of the odd columns and the even columns are transferred out of the accumulation region prior to the other one of the odd columns and the even columns.
columns are transferred out of the accumulation region prior to the other one of the odd columns and the even columns.

26. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 24, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said first and second transfer registers, and wherein the state of the two-phase transfer clocks at least partly determines which of the odd or even columns are transferred in the vertical direction.

27. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 25, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said first and second transfer registers, and wherein during said step of allocating, the state of the two-phase transfer clocks at least partly determines which of the odd or even columns are transferred in the vertical direction.

28. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 9, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said first transfer register, and a signal driving said accumulation gate and said two-phase transfer clocks determine which signal charges are transferred from said accumulation region to said first transfer register.

29. The solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 28, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said second transfer register, and a signal driving said third transfer register and said two-phase transfer clocks determine which signal charges are transferred from said third transfer register to said second transfer register.

30. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 13, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said first transfer register, and a signal driving said accumulation gate and said two-phase transfer clocks determine which signal charges are transferred from said accumulation region to said first transfer register in said allocating step.

31. The method of driving a solid-state image-pickup device according to claim 30, further comprising a second allocating step in which signal charges are transferred from the third transfer register to the second transfer register prior to said driving step, wherein at least two-phase transfer clocks are utilized in said second transfer register, and a signal driving said third transfer register and said two-phase transfer clocks determine which signal charges are transferred from said third transfer register to said second transfer register in said second allocating step.